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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Innovative technologies for glass processing equipment:

Our understanding of the glass production processes and our intimacy with major glassmakers enables us to develop technologies and equipment
answering our customers' needs in terms of glass quality and operational performance. Our innovation aims at offering to our customers:

Low energy consumption,
Ultimate glass quality,
Easy operation and maintenance,
Optimized investment cost.

Our experience in a wide range of glass applications enable us to combine technologies to serve the most demanding glass applications such as
Automotive, Architectural, Ultra-thin, Container, Pharmaceutics, Perfume, Fibre, Crystal, high-alumina touch screen glass and many other special
glass processes.

The company's services and proprietary glass production equipment include:

Design & Engineering
Proprietary design and Procurement
Complete Project and Construction Management
Start-up of the plant with on-site plant production assistance

A team to providing the best Service level to its customers: 

As a designer and supplier of machines, process equipment and production lines, Fives delivers complex machines and installations with significantly
long lifecycle. In term of Service, the commitment and the strength of Fives is to fully assist and proactively help its clients to maximize the
performance of their industrial installation during operation.

In that way, Fives offers pioneering, valuable and high quality service solutions in order to help its client operate, optimize and evolve their production
goods. 
We believe that understanding our client's operations is the best way to offer them customized Service Solutions that will increase their return on-
investment.

Fives Service offers:

Operation 
Start-up, Operations support, genuine Spare Parts, Consumables, Maintenance (Hot Line 24x7, On-site support, Inspection, Preventive
maintenance), Repair (On-site repair, Repair workshops), Drilling services and more.
Optimization 
Technical consulting (Process studies, Performance studies), E-services (Remote monitoring, Efficiency tools), Performance contracts,
Education (Competence audit, Training) and more.
Evolution 
Projects (Refurbishment, Upgrade, Extension), End of life (Obsolescence management), Business services (Audit / Consulting, Financial
services), Customers' club (Users seminars, Technical newsletter, Business forum) and more.

Company Profile of Fives Stein Ltd.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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